Memory and accurate processing brain rehabilitation for the elderly: LEGO robot and iPad case study
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Abstract. This paper presents the results of research that applies cognitive therapies associated with memory and mathematical problem-solving in elderly people. The exercises are programmed in an iPad and can be performed both from the Tablet and in an interactive format with a LEGO robot. The system has been tested with 2 men and 7 women over the age of 65 who have slight physical and cognitive impairment. Evaluation with the SUS resulted in a mean of 48.45 with a standard deviation of 5.82. The score of overall satisfaction was 84.37 with a standard deviation of 18.6. Interaction with the touch screen caused some usability problems due to the elderly people’s visual difficulties and clicking accuracy. Future versions will include visualization with more color contrast and less use of the keyboard.
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1. Introduction

In recent decades, life expectancy in developed societies has increased. As a result, there is an increasing number of elderly people. This aging population has been one of man’s greatest achievements but is also one of the greatest challenges in the 21st century. By mid-century, a high percentage of the population will belong to this age group due to the decrease in the birth-rate and the increase in life expectancy. These predictions have caused alarm and prompted research to find methods to encourage proper aging in order to make future elders more independent.

The process of aging starts at the moment of birth and lasts until the last moment in life. During this process, the different capacities begin developing in childhood, reaching their peak in early adulthood and then begin to decline. This deterioration is natural but may also be influenced by each person’s lifestyle, as influenced by diet, physical activity, alcoholism, and smoking.

In order to prevent early aging and delay the natural aging process, “active aging” is now being tested. This concept refers to staying active during one’s lifetime by doing activities that boost physical, psychological, and social well-being in order to extend productivity, quality of life, and life
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expectancy well into old age. Some of the traditionally recommended “active aging” activities are walking, writing, reading, speaking, solving mathematical problems, crossword puzzles, etc. There are other technologies which are not thought to help people, although they actually do by boosting capabilities such as memory, concentration, spatial vision, and problem-solving. One of these technologies includes certain videogames. These games involve situations that can only be solved if the player focuses on the scenario’s small details, remembering some of the previous parts of the game, solving puzzles or even having to coordinate with a partner and doing multitasking activities.

2. Background

In order to analyze the research and technologies in this field, we must first take into account all the studies that have been conducted to find out whether or not cognitive improvement could boost rehabilitation of patients with diseases such as schizophrenia [1], individuals with traumatic brain injury (TBI) [2], or even cognitive disorders in elderly people [3–5]. There is also some research on cognitive skills improvement after neurological issues from TBI, stroke, and neurodegenerative disorders [6–8]. Some research has shown the benefits of the use of virtual reality (VR) technology for rehabilitation of people with TBI, neurological disorders, learning disabilities, muscle-skeletal problems, stroke-induced paralysis, and cognitive deficits [9–12].

Some technologies have been developed to help elderly people with cognitive disabilities, focusing on maintaining the current level of their cognitive skills. One such example is the use of artificial intelligence to assist them [13].

Apart from the traditional methods to improve or maintain cognitive skills, there are some technological solutions, such as iPad-assisted cognitive training via games for users suffering from schizophrenia, a multimodal guidance system with a graphical user interface (GUI) for people with Down Syndrome and developmental disabilities to recover motor and visual-spatial abilities [14–18].

It is important to note that these games are complemented by the use of a LEGO robot from another project, which means all the projects involving SARs (Socially Assistive Robots) must be taken into account [19,20].

Hence, due to the good results obtained in different studies using SARs, such as PARO, a brand name for a therapeutic robot used for several purposes (as a pet or as a catalyst to improve social interaction of the elderly mentally ill) [21–24], or robots used for physical rehabilitation following strokes [25–28]; the decision was made to merge an IPad with a LEGO robot.

3. Methodology

3.1. Participants

For this experiment, nine elderly people, two men and seven women, between 66–89 years of age from the La Real Casa de la Misericordia nursing home in Bilbao, Spain, were randomly chosen by a psychologist and a physiotherapist. It is important to note that six of them needed a wheelchair; moreover, two of those 6 wheelchair users showed moderate cognitive impairment.

Inclusion Criteria: people from a nursing home with no or partial dependence for autonomous life.

Exclusion Criteria: people having severe cognitive impairment and/or physical movement restrictions causing them to be bedridden.
This research was conducted in compliance with the Code of Ethics which includes an informed written consent signed by each participant. In addition, all participants were informed of the study aims and protocols.

3.2. Technologies

3.2.1. Hardware

The hardware used for this project consists of an iPad (in order to provide an interface), the LEGO NXT Intelligent Brick from the Mindstorm kit (in order to build the robot) and the Teensy 2.0 board (in order to establish communication between the two devices). All those devices connected together constitute the ALECSA robot of this project.

3.2.2. Software

The software used for this project was the Xcode IDE for programming the iPad mini, the Labview high-level programming environment to program the NXT brick, and the Arduino programming environment for the Teensy 2.0 board.

4. System design

The schema shown in Fig. 1 illustrates how the elderly interact with the iPad, which would allow them to play with the NXT brick in order to perform the 3 different cognitive games and receive feedback from the robot.

The games begin with a mathematical exercise in which the user is asked to do some sums, subtractions and multiplications. The second game is related to memory skills in which the user has to memorize every word from a list and could possibly be asked to solve a mathematical problem, depending on the level of difficulty of the game.

In Fig. 2, the high-level design of the system can be seen. The lower part shows the structure of the hardware while the upper part includes a diagram of the iPad’s software.

In order to build this interface (GUI) and its controller, it was necessary to know the user requirements, which were indicated by La Real Casa de la Misericordia nursing home. These included requirements for the design and activities. When the activity is completed, its action results in an event which sends a MIDI command, which are the commands send by the Teensy 2.0 board to the NXT brick, in order for the subject to have feedback from the robot.

Fig. 1. General schema of the system. The hardware used from left to right includes the LEGO NXT brick, a Teensy 2.0 and an iPad.
The diagram of the structure in the low part of Figure 2 includes both the NXT Brick and the iPad. Blocks A, B, D, E, G and H refer to this so the requirements provided by *La Real Casa de la Misericordia* could be taken into account for the robot and the iPad. According to these requirements, the structure was built and the mechanical design and assembly were carried out, including the need for extra material apart from the Mindstorm kit and the iPad. This extra material refers to the multiplexors needed to use 6 servomotors instead of 3 and the LiPo batteries required for the multiplexors.
5. Results

The system evaluation was performed in a real use situation, an example of which is shown in Fig. 4. Due to the fact that the cognitive rehabilitation exercises can be performed on the robot using it as support for the iPad or placing it on a table, each user participated in the evaluation of the system by doing the exercise both ways.

After the exercises, a System Usability Scale (SUS) questionnaire and an opinion questionnaire were completed, the last one of which was divided into appearance, activity, motivation, instructions, use and general satisfaction.

Fig. 4. Users with the robot and iPad (left). Mathematical exercise interface (center). Memory exercise interface (right).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>SUS QUESTIONNAIRE</th>
<th>MEAN (over 100)</th>
<th>STANDARD DEVIATION</th>
<th>MINIMUM</th>
<th>MAXIMUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>USABILITY</td>
<td>48.75</td>
<td>5.82</td>
<td>42.50</td>
<td>57.50</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>OPINION QUESTIONNAIRE</th>
<th>MEAN (over 100)</th>
<th>STANDARD DEVIATION</th>
<th>MINIMUM</th>
<th>MAXIMUM</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GENERAL SATISFACTION</td>
<td>84.37</td>
<td>18.60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>INSTRUCTIONS AND USE</td>
<td>70.31</td>
<td>7.28</td>
<td>56.25</td>
<td>81.25</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>APPEARANCE</td>
<td>72.50</td>
<td>7.07</td>
<td>60</td>
<td>80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ACTIVITY</td>
<td>87.50</td>
<td>9.45</td>
<td>68.75</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MOTIVATION</td>
<td>84.38</td>
<td>18.60</td>
<td>50</td>
<td>100</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

As it can be seen in Table 1, the mean usability score is the lowest (mean, 48.75, SD=5.82), indicating a big difference in comparison to all the other sections of the opinion questionnaire. In addition, as Table 2 shows, the users’ evaluation of their “general satisfaction” toward the whole system, including both the task and the robot, shows high scores, with a mean of 84.37 (SD= 5.82) over 100.

The appearance, instructions and use variables are the second lowest scores, showing the following mean scores respectively: 72.50 (SD=7.70) and 70.31 (SD=7.28). On the other hand, the results show that the participants’ opinion of the application motivates them to do cognitive rehabilitation, with a high subject motivation mean (mean 84.38, SD=18.60). Their opinion concerning the benefit of the
cognitive activities carried out by the end users and people of their same age is gathered under the “Activities” heading. This score was the highest, with a mean of 87.50 (SD=9.45).

We highlight the following comments which were repeated by several participants responding to the qualitative opinions of the iPad application on the questionnaire:

- The mathematical activities need to be in column format and not in lines as it is easier to proceed.
- The numbers in the arithmetic activities were the right size but the signs were not so clear.
- Following each arithmetic operation, the message of “correct” overlapped the following activity.
- In memory exercises, end users considered that the requirement to type each word obstructed the memory activity.

6. Discussion and conclusions

Of the results explained in the previous section, the low scores in the SUS questionnaire clearly show that the end users (elderly people) face some difficulties performing the cognitive activities on the iPad. The reasons for this could be as follow: (1) the interaction with the multi-touch device creates some problems as the users press the screen at more than one point with several fingers, (2) some of the instructions may need to be more graphical, using objects and figures instead of words, (3) there is little colour contrast in the interface which makes it hard to use for people with visual impairment, and (4) touchable keyboards should be avoided as the users are not familiarized with the letter order in them.

However, the higher scores in sections of the opinion questionnaire show that elderly people like the system despite having problems using it. The problems are likely related to the difficulties in following the instructions and autonomous use of the system. On the other hand, it should be underscored that the end users see the potential benefits of the application for their cognitive maintenance and that of other people. In the following lines, we explain each section separately.

The end users’ positive opinion, expressed as a high level of general satisfaction in the corresponding section, indicates that the application arouses the curiosity of the majority, prompting them to use a technological device such as the iPad and the LEGO SARs. A similar conclusion was reached in other studies [29,30], where it was found that the users consider this kind of technology more enjoyable. Moreover, it is clear that the game playing approach of the memory activities and accurate processing promotes satisfaction as the end users do not have the sensation of being in a standard rehabilitation session.

Motivation was a well-valued parameter with high variability in the users’ evaluations, ranging between 50 and 100 points. This may be due to the fact that there are great differences in the users’ cognitive states: some of the participants may have found the exercises challenging because they felt that their cognitive status was good enough, but others may have felt that the exercises were too difficult for their state. For example, before beginning the memory exercises, one woman stated: “I cannot do these exercises; I had an accident and I have no memory”. This was also seen in some studies [29], where the conclusions highlighted the vital importance of choosing the appropriate level of difficulty for each user rather using the same one for all of them.

Although the instructions and use variable obtained a reasonable score, there was a general recommendation to replace text for figures and more visual icons. In this manner, elderly people can focus on doing the exercise, since the initial training would be very visual, graphic, and simple. Finally, the iPad screen is the equivalent of the robot’s face and therefore the more agreeable and attractive the interface is the more participants will feel that it is fun.
Regarding the activity and its benefits, it is surprising that most of the answers showed that users valued the exercises as effective for themselves but difficult or impossible for other persons of their own age. In other words, the users felt superior the vast majority of the time. When contrasting this with the psychologist from La Real Casa de la Misericordia, this comparison with others seems to be a common practice.

Finally, although playing the cognitive rehabilitation games could be made more attractive and motivating by placing the iPad on the robot, there was an issue due to the pressure exerted when touching the screen. If the iPad is placed in a position where the user presses the buttons which are close to the robot base, the tablet may fall and not only shatter the screen but also startle the user. Hence, for elderly people, the cognitive games are likely to function better if the iPad were used on a table rather than on the robot.
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